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KEY LESSONS
Students:

•

Are no longer
afraid to contact
an engineering
company
directly

•

Understand
what is involved
in an
engineering
career

•

Have built
valuable
relationships and
networks

•

Achieved
significant
learnings and
knowledge

Did we achieved our goal?
Although this is the last time we communicate through the project
and thus sad, we are at the same time really excited because our
impact has been bigger than expected or foreseen.
The EMERGE Placements Programme was designed as a practical approach
to facilitate the integration of females in engineering careers and potential
entrepreneurship. The candidates of the placements had achieved their
academic qualifications and on top of this needed to learn in a different way
by applying their learnings to real-world engineering business practices!
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THE APPLICANTS

THE FIELDS

THE HOSTS

We had ninety-eight
(98) applications in total

The applications
branched into 14
engineering fields!

26 engineering
organisations and
enterprises!
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Welcome to visit
our website and
read the full
EMERGE
placements
programme report!
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What pilot testers say about our material
In 2 years and through circumstances completely different than what we had envisioned when we
started the EMERGE journey, we had achieved much more than anyone would expect. We have
created synergies between companies and students, we have elaborated fresh and inspirational
training materials, we developed an Open Education Repository and all of them helped female
engineers understand how the market operates and get them ready to have a successful career in
the field of engineering. Many of them found huge experiential benefit by working with female
engineers and entrepreneurs, experts in the field, and found the learning environment completely
different from the educational environment. They learned how to practically apply and adapt
themselves so they could progress. Learning project management, facilitating discussions through
research results, solving problems and solutions by themselves, and engaging in collaborative
brainstorming can add spark to their passion to become professionals in the engineering and
entrepreneurship field. Hosts have said that they benefited as much as the students and would like
to implement a placement program formerly as their yearly development and innovation strategy.

SO WITH THAT WE WILL LIKE TO SAY A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL THAT HAD FOLLOWED, HELP AND
SUPPORTED US OVER THE LAST 2 YEARS.
Students Achievements
‣ New skills learned
‣ How to work as part of a corporate team
‣ Experience to solve problems efficiently and
come up with innovative solutions
‣ How to deliver a good corporate
presentation
‣ How to take full responsibility for the issues
related to the job you are working on

‣ How to make connections with companies
through solution-driven conversations

‣ The difference between the private and the
public sector

‣ How to improve their research and reporting
skills to further strengthen their
competencies.
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